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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to enhance the reliability of power electronic converters fed
permanent magnet synchronous machine for electrical powertrain applications.
Many faults like open circuit may affect the power converter and quickly lead to
a decline in supplied power quality and all the power train components behavior.
In this framework, this paper proposes an open circuit fault detection scheme for
inverters. First, the dynamic models of the powertrain subsystems were devel-
oped. In fact, all the mathematics models of the motor, inverter, power converter,
battery and charger are presented. Then, a detection scheme of open-circuit fault
in inverter/motor. The control schemes were elaborated based on current analy-
sis method. The diagnosis strategy under discontinuous switch-ing dynamics of
the DC/AC inverter is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy and environmental issues currently represent major concerns at the international level. World

population growth and the activity of the industrialized and emerging countries have led to an explosion in
energy needs. The use of fossil resources is responsible for the majority of greenhouse gas emissions in the
atmosphere, this pollution is at the root of the climatic upheavals we are facing today. In addition to the envi-
ronmental impacts, fossil fuel reserves are limited and thus cannot meet global demand in the medium term. Of
all the sectors implicated in these environmental problems, the automobiles are regularly mentioned; the num-
ber of vehicles on the road is constantly increasing. Thanks to government restrictions on pollution thresholds
and technical innovations, manufacturers are moving towards technologies that emit fewer pollutants [1], [2].
The different cases for geopolitical or economic considerations are determining factors in the technological
choices: types of electrical machines, arrangement of the battery pack or the battery cells, fuel cell technology
and chemistry, and cooling systems. Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) technologies offer a promising solution in
this field and brings the ”zero emission” propulsion target within reach. As a result, manufacturers must bring
forward cutting-edge powertrain technologies to provide customers with compact, energy efficient, long-range,
environmentally friendly cars at limited costs. This challenge requires a lot of research and development to de-
sign better technological solutions to fulfill the needs in low carbon emission transports necessary for slowing
down global warming and improving cities air quality [3], [4].

This paper will focus on the electric motor for an electric vehicle powertrain. Alternative current (AC)
motor drives components can suffer from failures as they wear out due to many factors such as overvoltage,
high temperatures or mechanical vibrations. The failures can occur in the motor and in the static converter(s)
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and more specifically in the subcomponents like sensors, power semi-conductors, and printed circuit boards
[5]. This paper will also develop on a strategy to detect and solve these open circuit and short circuit faults
and expose diagnosis methods. The mathematical models and controller designs used for the simulations are
developed in the first part. The second part presents the strategy for solving open circuit faults and the last parts
shows the software implementation aspects and the analyzed simulation results [6].

Power modules represent 34% of power converters failures and power converters contribute to 80% of
total electric drives failures [1], [3]. Moreover, the power devices gathered with their gate drivers and control
circuits represent 50% of the industrial power converters which shows the importance of those failures [7],
[8]. Open-circuit (OC) and short-circuit are the two main types of failure occurring in power modules. OC
faults do not damage harshly the power devices even though they produce distorted currents and thus create
fast electromagnetic torque oscillations which cause mechanical stress. On the other hand, short circuit faults
result in very high currents which leads to the overheating and failure of the power electronic devices within a
very short time if they are not dealt with.

Diagnosis is done in three steps : detection, isolation and identification of the fault to respectively
detect an unexpected behaviour, locate the faulty component and assess the type of fault and its severity [9],
[10]. There are model-based diagnosis techniques which uses mathematical models of the plant with one or
more observers and compare its(their) output(s) with measured states of the plant. This method requires a good
enough observability of the system and an accurate model which might be tough or even impossible to derive
for complex systems.

Active fault diagnosis is, contrary to the three others, an invasive technique that consists in adding
a signal to the input of the system and extract its output to monitor the added input component impact. The
controller proposed here is an indirect-field oriented (IFO) vector controller [11]. In the case of the permanent
magnet synchronous machine (PMSM), the rotor flux fixed frame is the same as the rotor fixed frame since its
magnets are responsible for the flux. The Park transform matrix is used for the controller design.

The three passive techniques can be combined into a hybrid diagnosis technique to remove some
drawbacks that they present alone. Short circuit faults are very fast and destructive, so they are tackled by
inverters built-in devices that shut down the converter when an overcurrent is detected. On the other hand,
open-circuit (OC) faults might be longer to detect and don’t automatically lead to a shutdown of the drives.
This is mainly why faults detection and isolation (FDI) techniques focus on OC [7].

All the FDI techniques outlined above can be applied to electric drives. The goal is to design a
detection and isolation algorithm that is robust against false alarms, and which does not depend on the operating
conditions. Fault detection through monitoring of time signals can be done either with current or voltage signals
even if voltage measurements require additional sensors, or less straightforward algorithms, and are then less
common. The detection is either based on a complex pattern recognition algorithm or simply based on a specific
value that dramatically changes when a fault occurs. Some methods rely on a Park transform of the measured
currents and the measure of the derivative of the space vector phase. To compare reference and real currents is
also a robust way to detect and isolate an OC fault [7].

Instead of just using measurements, a current observer can be used to compare its output with the
measures. The resulting residual is compared to a threshold to perform detection and identification, like for the
previous techniques. More complex techniques like artificial intelligence and neural networks were used also
for FDI techniques related to electric drives [7], [12].

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
2.1. Electric motor
2.1.1. Physical model

The model of the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is derived by applying Kirchhoff
voltage law on the three phases and the energy conservation law for electromagnetic torque Tem derivation.
Then by applying the Park transform to the three obtained electric equations and adding the mechanical equa-
tion, one gets the state-space equations for the PMSM in the rotor-fixed rotating frame [11]:

Ld
did
dt

= vd −Rsid + Lqiqwr (1)
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Lq
diq
dt

= vq −Rsiq − Ldidwr − ψmwr (2)

J
dwm

dt
= Tem − Tf − TL (3)

where J is the total system inertia referred to the motor shaft, Ld and Lq are the motor inductances in the d
and q directions respectively, Rs is the stator phase resistance, and Tem, Tf and TL are the electromagnetic,
friction and load torques respectively. id and iq are the currents creating magnetic flux in the d and q directions
respectively, wr and wm are the electrical and mechanical angular velocities respectively, linked by the number
of pole pairs np :

wr = npwm (4)

the electromagnetic torque and the friction torque formulas are :

Tem =
3

2
np(ψmiq + (Ld − Lq)idiq) (5)

Tf = blinwm + bquw
2
m (6)

where blin and bqu are the linear and quadratic friction coefficients respectively, and Psim is the flux linkage
between the PMs and the stator.

2.1.2. Controller design
When expressed in the Park frame, the abc sinusoidal quantities become constant (at steady-state), and

then far easier to track for a linear proportional integrator (PI) controller. Besides, as mechanical dynamics are
far slower than electrical dynamics, wr can be considered as a slowly varying parameter and then, the electrical
equations can be studied as linear ones for control purposes. By replacing the derivatives with the Laplace
operator p in (1) and (2) and putting the result into a compact matrix form, one gets (7).(

id
iq

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
idq

=

[
pLd +Rs −Lqwr

Ldwr pLq +Rs

]−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G

([
vd
vq

]
−
[

0
ψwr

])
︸ ︷︷ ︸

vdq−E

(7)

It is a system of two coupled first order ordinary differential equations. In order to use two PI controller
for id∗ and iq∗ references, it is useful to decouple the equations thanks to an inner feedback loop, as proposed
in [13], [14], with added ”active damping” fictitious resistances for external disturbances and modeling errors
rejection. The estimated parameters used by the controller will have the hat notation within this paper. The
decoupling inner feedback and the PI controller are given by (8). The block diagram of the whole system is
shown in Figure 1.

W =

(
−Ra,d −L̂qwr

L̂dwr −Ra,q

)
; F =

(
kp,d + ki,d/p 0

0 kp,q + ki,q/p

)
(8)

Figure 1. Closed loop current control block diagram [13]
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The internal feedback loop and the regulator PI controller are designed so that the closed-loop system
behaves like two decoupled one dimensional first-order systems with bandwidth αc:

Gcl = G′F (I +G′F )−1 =

[ αc

p+αc
0

0 αc

p+αc

]
; G′ = G(I +GW )−1 (9)

if we consider no parameter estimation errors, firstly id and iq dynamics are decoupled, and secondly the
targeted dynamics can be achieved by pole placement by setting:

kp,d = αcL̂d ki,d = αc(R̂s +Ra,d) (10)

kp,q = αcL̂q ki,q = αc(R̂s +Ra,q) (11)

finally, the active resistance are chosen in such a way that the disturbance and modeling errors rejection dy-
namics are as fast as the closed loop dynamics [13]:

Ra,d = αcL̂d − R̂s Ra,q = αcL̂q − R̂s (12)

one can choose the bandwidth by using its link to the rise time of a first order system is given by (13).

αc =
ln(9)

tr,c
(13)

The current controller outputs a voltage reference:

vdq∗ = F (idq∗ − idq) +Widq (14)

as explained later for the inverter and its control, the voltage reference magnitude must be limited to a value
Vmax. When the reference magnitude exceeds Vmax, the controller reacts:

v∗d,sat =
Vmaxv

∗
d

|v∗dq|
; v∗q,sat =

Vmaxv
∗
q

|v∗dq|
(15)

because of this control structure having an internal saturation, anti wind-up must be implemented for both the
d and q PI controllers to counteract an irrelevant rise of the PI integrators that could occur when |vdq∗| is above
Vmax and that leads to overshoots and globally poorer current dynamics. An anti wind-up implementation,
called back-calculation, proposed in [14] is applied. The references generated by the PI controllers look like
(16) and (17).

v∗d,PI = kp,d((i
∗
d − id)) + ki,d((i

∗
d − id) +

1

kp,d
(v∗d,sat − v∗d))/p (16)

v∗q,PI = kp,q((i
∗
q − iq)) + ki,q((i

∗
q − iq) +

1

kp,q
(v∗q,sat − v∗q ))/p (17)

The part added in the integrator only prevent the integrator output from rising when the voltage reference is
saturated, but is zero otherwise and then does not affect the unsaturated behaviour.

The current controller is now fully defined. The outer torque controller that outputs the current ref-
erences need to be tackled. The design presented in this paper is based on the maximum torque per ampere
computation and is directly inspired by what can be found in [11], [15]. Maximum torque per ampere equation
is derived by calculating the maximum torque per current magnitude:

∂Tem
∂id

∣∣∣∣
is=cste

= 0 iq
2 − id

2 − ψ

Ld − Lq
id = 0 (18)

id =
ψ

2(Ld − Lq)
−

√(
ψ

2(Ld − Lq)

)2

+ iq
2 (19)
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2.2. Inverter
2.2.1. Physical model

The three phase inverter converts the continuous current voltage into an alternative current voltage that
can be fed to an AC motor. Figure 2 displays the motor/inverter set up that will be modeled in this paper. The
switched model takes into account the voltage harmonics i.e the motor phases are fed with a non-sinusoidal
switched voltage waveform. The machine is considered balanced and Y-connected with an ungrounded neutral
point. The transistors of a same leg are controlled with complementary switching signals Sa,b,c.

Figure 2. 3 phase AC motor with inverter

The voltages between a phase connection and the ground point M can easily be calculated. The four
following equations defines the set up:

ia + ib + ic = 0 (20)
van + vbn + vcn = 0 (21)

vaM,bM,cM = Sa,b,cVdc (22)
idc = idca + idc,b + idc,c = Saia + Sbib + Scic (23)

by using these equations and linear algebra one gets [16]:vanvbn
vcn

 =
Vdc
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

Sa

Sb

Sc

 (24)

this equation is true if the voltage drops across the semi-conductors are neglected, which is the case here. The
matrix is of rank two, which means that there are infinite possibilities of switching patterns to obtain a given
set of phase voltages. It leaves a degree of freedom which Figure 2 brings forward:va0vb0

vc0

 =

vanvbn
vcn

+

vn0vn0
vn0

 = Vdc

Sa

Sb

Sc

− Vdc
2

1
1
1

 (25)

Vn0 is the voltage between the neutral point and the fictitious middle point of the continuous DC link. This is
the homopolar component that appears clearly when Clarke transform [17] is applied to the phase voltages:

[Cαβ0]

vanvbn
vcn

 =

vαvβ
0

 ; [Cαβ0]

va0vb0
vc0

 =

 vα
vβ
vn0

 (26)

this characteristic of the inverter is used for control purposes as explained in the control design part.
To simplify the inverter model, the switching period can be considered infinitesimal so it produces

exactly the requested voltage at any time. It is exactly the same as just neglecting the voltage harmonics and
considering that the motor receives only the fundamental of the switched waveform. The averaged inverter
model obtained does not have any dynamics, since the inverter does not have elements that can accumulate
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energy, hence no states that varies dynamically. The switching signals are reduced to their equivalent duty
cycle (Ts is the controller sampling period). For a phase i:

di =
1

Ts

∫ t0+Ts

t0

Sidt (27)

finally, the equation linking the DC current with the phase currents can be rewritten for the averaged model:

idc = daia + dbib + dcic (28)

2.2.2. Control design
The switching signals are generated by a control scheme in order to replicate the voltage reference

vdq∗sat on average on a sampling period Tsw by switching at the right moment between two voltage reference
sampling. The switching period Tsw can be defined as the time needed for all the transistors to do the adequate
switchings and come back to their previous state. Some switching patterns called ”discontinuous” allow the
transistors of a leg not to switch during a period. In this paper a continuous control method is used and the
transistors all switch twice in a period. A synchronous sampling is used, which means that the measured signals
received by the motor current controller are sampled and transistors switching times are computed at a multiple
of the switching rate. It can be at the same rate but here an asymmetrical sampling is used. It samples the
incoming signals and computes the voltage references and switching times at twice the switching rate. The
switching instants are not exactly symmetrical from the first half switching period to the second, hence its
name. Figure 3 shows this asymmetry with the voltage reference that changes in the middle of the switching
period Tsw. However the difference from one sample to the next is very low in practice due to a very high
switching frequency compared to the motor current dynamics bandwidth.

Figure 3. Switching waveform and voltage reference

3. OPEN CIRCUIT FAULTS
3.1. Faulty inverter model

A simple way to adapt the inverter model for open-circuit fault is found in [18]. The reasoning
presented here is similar. In case of a fault from the transistor or its control circuit, the states of the two
transistors of a leg are not correlated anymore. By building the Boolean table of a leg, one can find the way to
adapt equations (22) and (23). One can refer to Figure 2 for notations. Let’s note the upper and lower transistors
states S1 and S2. The Table 1 gives the new equations true for each phase ph:

vphM = (S1 + S2(iph < 0))Vdc (29)

idc,ph = (S1 + S2(iph < 0))iph (30)

Table 1. Boolean table of an inverter leg

Current
Transistors States S1, S2

S1=0 ; S2=1 S1=1 ; S2=0 S1=0 ; S2=0
i >0 idc=0 ; VM=0 idc=i ; VM=VDC idc=0 ; VM=0
i <0 idc=0 ; VM=0 idc=i ; VM=VDC idc=i ; VM=VDC
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3.2. FDI schemes
The FDI schemes presented here focus on OC faults detection by manipulating time signals and fo-

cusing on current monitoring. They require more lines of code in the controller and then maybe more compu-
tational power but do not need more sensors than the two current ones already available. The first technique
is inspired by the work done in [19], [20]. The signals needed are the current references i∗ph and the measured
ones iph. Their difference eph can be averaged on an electrical period, to remove the current ripples influence,
and normalized by being divided by the averaged measured current.

⟨iph⟩ =
w1

2π

∫ t0+
w1
2π

t0

iphdt (31)

eph = i∗ph − iph (32)

kph =
⟨eph⟩
⟨|iph|⟩

(33)

This obtained value is then independent of the load conditions since it does not depend on the current
magnitude. It equals 0 in healthy conditions because the current follows the reference. It can be compared to a
fixed threshold to detect and isolate the fault. The method relies on the hypothesis that the current waveform is
exactly half sinusoidal when an OC fault occurs in a leg. The value of kph is then either 1 or -1 if the upper or
lower transistor are respectively faulty [19].

The second technique relies on an observer that imitates the motor behavior by using the current state
equations. It uses a constant gain which must be tuned to allow for robust detection for different operating
conditions.(

dîd
dt
dîq
dt

)
=

[
−Rs

Ld

Lq

Ld
wr

−Ld

Lq
wr −Rs

Lq

] [
îd
îq

]
+

[
1
Ld

0

0 1
Lq

]([
vd
vq

]
−
[

0
ψwr

])
+

[
K1 K3

K4 K2

]([
îd
îq

]
−
[
id
iq

])
(34)

For simplicity of gain tuning, K1=K2 and K3=K4=0. Form factors are calculated for both measured and
estimated currents by dividing their root mean square by their average. Both are calculated with the same
equation used for previous technique and RMS is obtained just by squaring the signal before averaging. Then
the difference of the form factors ffph and f̂fph gives residuals rph that can be compared to a threshold that
must be found for robust detection purposes.

⟨iph⟩RMS =

√
w1

2π

∫ t0+
w1
2π

t0

i2phdt (35)

ffph =
⟨|iph|⟩RMS

⟨|iph|⟩
(36)

rph = |ffph − f̂fph| (37)

In healthy conditions, the form factors both equal almost 1.11 and the residual of each phase is very
close to 0. The work of [21], [22] provide active thresholds that happened to be effective in their case but
ineffective in the case of the PMSM modeled in this paper, because they were always higher than the residuals
even in faulty conditions, and then no fault was ever detected. Hence, they are not used in this paper. The
technique proposed allows for faulty leg detection. To detect the faulty switch, one must also look at ⟨iph⟩ sign.
If it is positive, then the faulty transistor is the lower one, and the upper one otherwise.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. General simulation set up

The values chosen for the stator resistance and inductance as well as the permanent magnet (PM) flux
linkage are based on [14] in per unit and converted in physical values by multiplying them with the correspond-
ing base values for three phase systems. One can verify that the physical values obtained are consistent with
what is found in [13]. Besides, the switching frequency of the converters is often between 5 and 10 kHz and can
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even reach 20 kHz sometimes [23]-[25]. One might notice that the switching frequency used is far above the
fundamental frequency imposed by the rotor speed. By looking at the nominal values, it appears that even if the
car was supposed to go at 140 km/h, twice the nominal speed, the fundamental frequency of the stator currents
would be 742 Hz. The ratio between the switching frequency and the fundamental of requested currents, also
called pulse number, would then be equal to 13.5 which is good enough to provide motor currents without too
much harmonics. All tables used for the simulation are in shown in Tables 2-8.

Table 2. Battery and DC-link operating voltages
Parameter Value
Vbattery 400 V
VDC,min 400 V
VDC,max 600 V

Table 3. Base values
Base value Formula
Zbase Vn/In
Lbase Zbase/wr,n

ψbase Vn/wr,n

Table 4. Motor parameters
Parameter Per unit Physical value
Rs 0.02 14.7 mΩ
Ld 0.6 1.89e−4 H
Lq 1 3.15e−4 H
ψm 1 99 mWb

Table 5. Converters parameters
Parameter Value
CDC 1.5 mF
LDC 0.5 mH
fsw 10 kHz

Table 6. Simulation parameters
Parameter Value

Simulation time 30 s
Solver Variable step auto (ode23t)

Throttling signal triggering 0.1 s

Table 7. Simulation parameters
Parameter Value

Constant DC link voltage 400 V
Leg a lower transistor OC 0.2 s
Leg b upper transistor OC 0.3 s
Leg c lower transistor OC 0.4 s

Table 8. Conditions for the tests
Initial speed = 20 km/h Initial speed = 120 km/h

Without throttle signal transient Test 1 Test 2
With throttle signal transient Test 3 Test 4
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4.2. Inverter with OC fault
The inverter model, with OC, and the FDI schemes to detect the defaults are presented in the math-

ematical model part. The Boolean used in the inverter model was first implemented in Simulink with a com-
parator block but it made the simulation stutter because of a very high number of comparison happening when
a diode does not let the current flow. The solution found was to use an hysteresis instead to lower the number
of solver calls. Then, instead of being perfectly 0, the current is flickering slightly around 0. As the simulation
begins at non-zero speed, the integrators of the controllers need to catch up to reach the references and this is
why the plots are all beginning at 0.1 s.

The throttle signal transient goes from 0.05 to 0.75. The parts without it simulates OC faults at
low torque request, contrary to the others, which also assess the FDI schemes robustness against false alarms
when confronted to fast current transients generated by the throttle signal step. Furthermore, all the tests
are conducted with an external sinusoidal load of amplitude Tn/10, roughly equal to the load felt by the
motor shaft at constant speed on a highway, and frequency 10Hz. It is a load very unlikely to be applied
to the car but it assesses the FDI schemes robustness against high transient external loads. Unless indicated,
all the simulations are done with wrong parameters estimations to assess the FDI scheme robustness against
parameters shifts : Rs = 1.5R̂s and Lq = 0.8L̂q . The FDI techniques developed and implemented here are
not meant to detect single leg double OC faults. A specific detection variable is used for this purpose in [19]
but not here. The technique using the observer is supposed to use a specific dynamic threshold to detect and
isolate a fault. However, it turns out that this threshold is always higher than the detection variable, whatever
the driving conditions or the observer gain. Hence, only the detection variables are plotted. A first simulation
step is conducted to verify if the transistors with anti-parallel diodes, modeled with a boolean (hysteresis in
Simulink), behaves as expected. The results can be analysed afterwards.

Operating conditions of test three (Tables 2-8) are chosen to display clearly the faulty drive behaviour.
Figure 4 shows that the first OC fault in the lower transistor of leg a results in a half sinusoidal current in
the phase a. It is due to the lower diode that prevent negative current from flowing in the phase, as expected.
The second and third OC faults impacts are difficult to analyze. The second triggers the field weakening
as the controller tries to stop the current oscillations by increasing the voltage reference magnitude. These
oscillations are more and more significant as the number of transistor faults increases. This creates enormous
torque oscillations. It remains above 0 in average with two faults but drops when the third fault occurs.

Figure 4. The First OC fault impact in the lower transistor of leg a - test 1

Open-circuit fault detection of inverter fed PMSM for electrical powertrain ... (Fatima Haidar)
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Figure 5 displays the plant behaviour now at high speed and low torque. Because of the high speed, the
motor is already far in the field weakening region and phase currents have a high amplitude even at low torque
demand. Due to the high back electromagnetic force (EMF), the phase currents are allowed to pass through the
diodes that blocked them at low speed. The waveforms are then more sinusoidal. Their amplitude gets bigger
and bigger as the number of fault increase, as in the previous case. However, the torque directly drops when
the first fault occurs and is negative on average. In these conditions, the fault detection seems harder because
of the more complex waveforms.

Figure 5. The second OC fault impact at high speed and low torque - test 2

The third interesting case is at low speed and low torque demand as shown in Figure 6. The amplitude
of the currents is very low. In these conditions, the amplitude of phases b and c increase at each fault event
whereas phase a current is almost 0 when three faults have occurred. The torque average also increases, like
the amplitude of its harmonics. On the other hand, field weakening is not triggered here (one can see that
the torque reference, which includes the field weakening, stays constant) because of the relatively low current
spikes compared to the other scenarios. Now, the detection variables behaviour must be investigated when 1, 2,
and 3 OC faults occur one by one in different legs. Three observer gain values are set for this simulation. Test
4 operating conditions are used.

Figure 7 displays the results of the observer technique when the motor parameters are well estimated
and also with a higher observer gain. To have a good knowledge of the motor parameters appears to be advan-
tageous with only one fault occurring. The healthy legs corresponding variables are very close to zero which
provides a better ratio between the healthy and faulty legs variables. However, the value of the leg a variable
decreases when detecting the third fault. It narrows the range of fixed thresholds that must be introduced for
detection purposes.

These last test results are very close to the ones of test 2 which lead to the same analysis: The second
technique manages to have the faulty leg corresponding variable clearly higher than the two others, when only
one fault has occurred. But it is not the case for the first technique with da and db sharing the same absolute
value when only leg a is faulty. Test 1, 2, and 3 also show that the technique with the observer is better than the
other for high speed conditions. Multiple fault detection is impossible with those techniques since, when more
than one fault as occurred, the variables are unpredictable and sometimes return to 0 even if their corresponding
leg is faulty.
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Figure 6. The third OC fault impact at low speed and low torque demand - test 3

Figure 7. FDI using an observer - test 4

5. CONCLUSION
Many faults, such as open circuits, can affect power converters and rapidly degrade the quality of the

power delivered and the operation of all drive train components. During this work, new diagnostic techniques
were proposed and tested to validate their efficiency. This particular techniques can detect a single leg fault
within half an electrical cycle at both slow and fast speeds. This strategy requires some tuning work to find
observer gains and fixed thresholds that may be overtaken by sensing variables in many driving scenarios. The
electric powertrain developed here is fully defined, modeled and tested. However, there are still some issues to
be resolved. For example, the model can be improved to account for non-sinusoidal flux linkages and spatial
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harmonics in non-sinusoidal distributed stator windings.
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